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CHase Your Passion
Prof.Dr.Khaled Samir

Lead Healthcare Expert

Khaled.Samir@Tashawer.com

+01221022512
Balance of 

SuccessPassion

Illusion

Jeff Bezos….Passion is a gift

Call , 
career 
or 
a job
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Fierce Competition
Perfection
Flexibility

Our World VUCA

Digital
Economy

Physical
Economy

Ecosystem

Physical market 
companies , resources and 
services that contribute to 
GDP and net worth

Virtual resources 
and digital transactions in 
markets , companies , 
resources and services 
that contribute to GDP 
and net worth.

• The technological 
Ecosystems : Are shaping 
the supply chain that 
define the digital 
enterprise. 

Described boundary of a 
market , business activity 

and new kind of jobs 
that is using connected 
technologies to enable a new 
kind of market and business 
performance and user 
experience.

Dr.Khaled Samir, Tashawer.com
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Society 5.0
Imagination Society

Tool

Society 4.0
Information Society

Tool

Society 3.0
Industrial Society

Tool

Society 2.0
Agricultural Society

Tool

Society 1.0
Hunting Society

Tool

Dr.Khaled Samir, Tashawer.com

Society 5.0
Imagination Society

Tool

Digital 
Transformation x Creativity

Value Creation
Dr.Khaled Samir, Tashawer.com
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Is to stop thinking
Purpose of thinking

Thinking 
is a high 

energy 
activities

Society 5.0
Imagination S.

Digital 
economy

Ecosystems

Sharing 
Economy

e-Meeting 

e-Tokens

e-invoice

Digitization

Digital 
Jobs

Financial 
inclusion

Digital
Enterprise

E-consult

Digital Egypt E-commerce

VR, AR, MR

IOT

Machine 
learning

Blockchain   

EHR

Egypt 
2030

Act
Digital Economy

Dr.Khaled Samir, Tashawer.com
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Ecosystems 
- Health

Dr.Khaled Samir, Tashawer.com

Embrace
Failure

Aging Early 
Recruitment

Dr.Khaled Samir, Tashawer.com
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Silents
Baby 

Boomers 
Generation 

X
Generation 

Y 

1925 and 1946 1946 and 1964) 1965 and 1980) after 1980

Generation 
Z 

1996 and 2006)1981 and 1995)

Business Environment

D
r.K

h
aled

Sam
ir, Tash

aw
er.co

m

The healthcare 

$2.1     billion in   2018

$36.1   billion by  2025

Dr.Khaled Samir, Tashawer.com
Digital Economy – 6th April 2019

Market
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Chase Your Passion

Balance 
of 

Success

Illusion

Entrepreneur

On-Pay roll
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Why Following Your Passion Is More Important 
Than Money…. Siobhan Harmer

•Money is a very powerful thing, it builds 
empires and breaks down kingdoms, it makes 
some people happy and others completely 
miserable. 

•Today the pursuit of money is almost directly 
linked to the pursuit of happiness, many will 

argue that money = happiness.

No amount of money can buy time

•This generation (Y and Z ) are particularly in 

trouble because jobs are scarce and 
many of them will be stuck doing jobs they 
hate just because they need money. 
•Although this may be the right move for our 
careers now, this shouldn’t be something 
we do for the rest of our lives. 
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Being forced to do work

Is one of the most draining 
experiences.

B
alan

ce

When you value money over your overall health and your 
passion, you will find yourself in an endless cycle of misery. 
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Purpose of Life
Give Back + Add Value
Interesting + Useful

Achieving success.

•When you really enjoy what 
you do, nothing will stop you 
from getting your work done. 

No obstacle will stop you from 
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PASSION

Is one of those words that people use often 

without really understanding the original meaning 
of the word. 

"passion" 
•A Willingness to Suffer for What 

You Love (Kevin Hall )

originally meant
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Compassion

= Willing to Suffer with Another

Sharing 
Economy

= Com + Passion 

The passion of Jesus Christ
•The most famous example being the 
passion of Jesus Christ. 

•We use Passion to describe an activity, 
goal or cause that we care about so much 

that we are willing to suffer for it. 
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The good news
Is when you pursue your 
passion, you'll not only like 
where you end up but enjoy the 
journey along the way.

Prof.Dr.Gehad El-Nahri

My passion has been always about spreading 
knowledge in Medicine 
Not the type of knowledge that you find in text 
books

But that knowledge that only came by 
real life clinical situations

• Few years ago , this type of knowledge was so hard to 
spread widely because of the limited number of students 
or graduates that you can teach that way in a clinical 
setting ,

• But now adays with the wide spread of telecommunication 
and social media this platform I use heavily to spread these 
type of knowledge and I get real appreciation from every 
part of the world ,

•The whole world is now at the 
clinic of a bottom
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Prof.Dr.Adel Alialdean

Direction

Energy

Fuel station

M&E

PassionCompassion 

Chase

+Energy
Success

+Passion
+ Compassion 

M&E

+Energy

you'll not only like where you end up but enjoy the journey along the way.
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✔ Exclusive tools to reach 
your full potential based on 
your results

M&E

Direction
Energy

Fuel station

Thinking

Be Proud of the Hard Work
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Follow Leaders:

Passion , VISION , 
Imagination and 

creativity.

Dr.Khaled Samir, Tashawer.com

Self-reflection
•Look at your life and highlight the things you 
love that you're willing to suffer for. This self-
reflection will give you insight into what you're 
passionate about. 

• If you're not sure, just pick something you enjoy 
and see if you're willing to give up other 
activities to spend more time on it. 
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Lead - HEALTHCARE
Khaled.samir@tashawer.com
Chase Your Passion

Khaled Samir

Balance of 
SuccessPassion

Illusion

Start living your best life today.


